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The third edition of Sc enic Art for the Theatre

by Susan Crabtree and Peter Beudert has been

updated and reorganized since the 2005 second

edition. This new volume is some twenty pages

shorter, and the contents included in the earlier

edition have been reorganized. While the second

edition seemed logical and coherent, the new

order of content is easier to follow as it moves

through the steps ofthe entire scenic artprocess.

The history of scenic art component from the

second edition has been eliminated in order to

expand some other topics. This sectiondiscussed

the place of scene painting in various periods of

theatre history and gave some biographical infor-

mation about specii c artists. Information about

the historyof thematerials involved is woven into

other chapters about tools and products. The

multimedia section has been expanded, and sign

painting nowhas an entire chapter.

The breadth andquality of the content cre-

ate an excellent reference for anyone involved

in scene painting, scene design, and technical

direction, as well as anyone who collaborates

with artisans in those areas. Anyone with pro-

fessional scenic art experience in a commercial

shop will recognize his or her day in the life.

For those who have only worked in small aca-

demic shops, the information is invaluable to

cover all of those things they almost never have

the chance to do but want to try. Even the most

experienced painter will i nd invaluable the tips

on damage control for commonproblems.

Two-dimensional focus

In the preface, the authors acknowledge that

the book focuses on two-dimensional painting

techniques and methods of scene paint and

texture application. Although sculpting of three-

dimensional pieces is touched upon, it is not

the emphasis of the book. This simple descrip-

tion, however, does not adequately describe the

scope and depth of the information presented.

The initial chapters create a complete de-

scription of the roles and responsibilities of the

scenic artist. Theydescribe the organization and

planning required for designing an adequate
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work space and preparing for the actual task of

painting. The i rst chapter is anoutline ofskills,

talents, and communication abilities required of

a professional scenic artist. The discussion in-

cludes the kinds ofpositions andwork environ-

ments that one might encounter and outlines

training options for the aspiring scene painter.

The list of questions students should consider

before attending a particular school is a valuable

road map to help i nd a quality situation. Those

who have considered a career as a scenic artist

will appreciate the comprehensive explanationof

the responsibilities of scenic artists and charge

painters as well as the examination of the skills

needed for success in the i eld. The authors also

emphasize safety standards for the painter and

the collaborative process of working with both

other scenic artists and scenic designers.

One exciting addition is the new chapter

titled APathway of Student Projects. Those who

teach scene painting in the isolation of a small

department or who do not have extensive expe-

rience as scenic artists can gain insight into the

process professionals use for training students

and apprentices. Instead ofsimplyoffering step-

by-step examples that students follow without

thought and, perhaps comprehension, the out-

lined exercises force students to think through

the entire drawing, prep, and painting process.

The compositions are interesting and offer an

increasing level of challenge. Excellent color

photographs document project samples. For

those considering the chapter as the basis for

teaching a scene painting class, sources for the

original material are included. As the authors

point out, it would probably be impossible to

complete the entire list of projects in a single

term. The segment can also be used as a self-

taught tutorial. However, the lack of feedback

from an experienced pair of eyes would be a

limitation.

Readers should be cautioned to read all

of the preceding chapters instead of just diving

into the projects. With the exception ofDesign-

ing and Painting for the Theatre byLynnPeck-

tal, last printed in 1975, no other book offers as

comprehensive an overview and description of

the tools, materials, and processes involved in

scenic art. Since this is a current publication, it

also covers materials and processes that have

come intovogue in the last fewyears. In addition

tocovering the basics ofboth the hand tools and

brushes used in painting, there is a discussion

of the chemistry and color science, as well as

types ofpaints and coatings. Even the appropri-

ate paint viscosity and safetymeasures for deal-

ing with specii c products are covered.

General rules of layout are well docu-

mented and explained a terrii c tool for

anyone who has not had geometry since high

school. Rules of perspective drawing are in-

cluded along with specii c illustrations and pic-

tures that fully explain the principles involved.

The units on how to select material for drops

and prepare all kinds of scenic elements for

painting are equallywell articulated.

Prep work

The paint application process is not the focus

until the middle of the book, and even that chap-

ter begins with a discussion of the organization
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and planning required to efi ciently paint an

entire production. Prep work is as important

as the painting, and that fact is often ignored.

The paint techniques that formthe base ofmost

scenic art compositions are addressed i rst.

Advanced techniques of overpainting and the

creation and use of texture are excellent re-

sources .The photos and explanations in the text

are thorough and easy to understand. Subse-

quent chapters examine techniques for trompe

l oeil, faux i nishes, signs and lettering, ageing,

and other surface enhancements. One chapter

deals exclusively with the creation of three-

dimensional textures, including howto choose

and use various mediums and additives.

Many of topics are covered not only in

the main text, but also in the question-and-

answer interviews with professionals. One

particularly interesting ongoing thread fo-

cuses on the value and appropriateness of the

use of Photoshop and other computer-gen-

erated renderings and printed scenery. Bad

news for everyone who is afraid of a pencil:

almost everyone acknowledged the value of

digital tools even if they did not personally

embrace that technology; without exception

everyone emphasized the need for a success-

ful scenic artist to have drawing skills.

Some ofthe interviews are new, some updat-

ed, andat leastone is the same discussionas in the

last edition. One change in the formatting, putting

the questions in boldface type, makes it easier to

distinguish between the respondents answer from

the questions. The painters, designers, and assis-

tants interviewedare all workingprofessionalswho

arewell respectedinthe industry. Photosofspecii c

projects are part of the interview sidebar in most

cases. Seeing the talent and skills of the individuals

proi led is a real treat.

This new edition includes some previously

published pictures, but many more current ex-

amples are included as well. The color and qual-

ity of the photography is excellent. The i gures

include both pictorial descriptions of processes

as well as pictures of elevations and models and

the i nishedscenepainting technique. Some proj-

ects are documented in the paint shop and in the

theatre, and a range of painting techniques and

environments is depicted in the photographs.

Scene painting is a step in the process ofcreating

a i nal production, and it is exciting to see paint-

ers with their work in progress.

Sc en ic Art for the Theatre , third edition,

is an excellent reference text and how-to book

that also emphasizes conceptual and interpre-

tive work. Crabtree andBeuderthave achieved a

perfect balance with this newedition.
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